
 

Hello  

Thank you for this opportunity to put in a submission to the Royal Commission. 

 

My husband and I are residents of W Tree, a small community in SE Gippsland, 24 kms north of 

Buchan. My husband and I live on a property in the centre of W Tree next to a 40 acre bush 

reserve, Detarka Reserve.  We experienced bush fire four times this season - the first on on the 26th 

of November, going through until late February this year. 

 

W Tree is a settled area in the midst of vast areas of forest . . .  there has been farming communities 

here for most of white settlement in the area. 

 

We keep our property clear and well prepared, with the surroundings clear of debris.  We are the 

head of our local telephone tree and the fire services (CFA and Forest Fire Management) hold 

community meetings at our property in our woolshed.  These services also base themselves on our 

front lawn when there is local fire front activity and the helicopters land in our paddock. 

 

As I mentioned earlier, the fire front approached W Tree four times this season and several 

properties were burned, two houses, one cabin and one structure burned - so we were very lucky 

considering the devastation at Buchan and Gelantipy, our neighbouring villages.   As it happened, the 

wind changed direction each time and so the fire did not impact us directly. 

 

There are just a few things I wish to mention in my submission: 

 

1)  the fire services did an admirable job with what they were dealing with - the season began earlier 

than expected and many of the Forest Fire workers were not yet on board. I commend this efforts 

and their dedication.   And I have only praise for the helicopter pilots, their skills and courage are 

remarkable. 

 

That being said - trying to put out a fire the size of what developed is impossible, only the rain can do 

that (which it eventually did).  The fire chiefs said loudly that whether areas had been previously 

burnt or not would not have made ANY difference to the fire behaviour, it was weather dependent, 

made it's own wind and was unstoppable.  And some areas that had burnt last year burnt again this 

year - huge fires that plumed up like an atom bomb - which adds to the point I made earlier in this 

paragraph that hazard reduction burning is not necessarily the answer.  Burning is traditionally done 

after the rain and before the next rain in the cooler months - and the time for this has not been 

happening.  And much of the hazard reduction burning that was done around here turned out to be 



be too hot and has left tinder dry half burnt bush, brown and unfortunately ready to burn! We 

actually call it hazard increase burning as this is what it appears to do in our experience.  

 

The point that I wish to make here is that the only possible way to control fire is to get to it as soon 

as possible after the lightening strikes or however the fire starts.  It has been said to us that this is 

too expensive . . . . just for a moment consider the cost of this year's fire season!!!!!!   We need to 

have far more helicopters ready to perform this task and we would have a completely different 

scenario.  The departments were letting the fires burn to achieve the mandatory burn offs that have 

become regulation after the last Royal Commission . . . with all respect this need has changed.  

Several of the big incident controllers came to our community meetings and admitted that fire 

behaviour has changed and that they cannot rely on old methods any more. 

2) The second point I wish to make is that our area still has no mobile phone coverage, which made 

communication difficult as the phone lines also went as did the electricity.  And the mobile phone 

towers that work ten kilometres up the road lost their electricity and the back up batteries only 

worked for 24 hours.  This was eventually fixed when Telstra brought in some large batteries and 

hooked the towers back up.   

Luckily, we have satellite internet and my husband was able to rig up a system with our generator to 

keep the area in phone communication, so that enabled people to come  round to our house to use 

the phone and the internet and to let loved ones know that they were ok.   But the point I make is 

that we need in the future to be prepared with Mobile towers for black spots such as our community 

(of 60 people) and the large batteries to hook in to keep the communication towers working when 

the electricity fails, which i imagine that it will again. 

3) the third point I wish to make is that after the fires, it would be good to have a body  over seeing 

of the clean up: between the Forest Fire Management, VicRoads, the Councils and whoever else is 

involved.  Crews went through and cut down hundreds of trees which they called killer trees, that 

were near to the side of the road.  A few have been salvaged for timber (not many) but many of 

them are still lying on the ground and many others have been pushed into heaps and are being 

burned.  I am not criticising - but they can be given to the community for fire wood, they can be 

mulched and sold to the community, we have had enough fire for now!  We have an opportunity 

here to change our practices and act differently, utilise what we have as much as we can, enough 

burning!   

I am also deeply worried about next summer season - there is so much tinder dry wood / 

undergrowth everywhere.  I do not know what to do about this.  A lot of the local bush has not yet 

re-sprouted. 

With deep respect of your process, I wish you well  It is my prayer that your considerations take into 

account that our planet is a multi interdependent organism and that it does matter what we do, how 

we work with it - that it is not just a resource that we can do what we like with with no 

consequences. 

 

Sincerely 

 




